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EUTM Mali will be expanding. In future, the mission in

provision of training and education of the Malian Armed

Forces and wider Joint G5 Sahel will grow significantly.

By signing the technical agreement, EUTM will be able to use

a site to build first a helicopter base and later a EUTM

headquarters base. Almost all construction works and

required services will be locally outsourced.

The Mission Force Commander Brigade General GRACIA

signed the agreement on behalf of EUTM Mali.

This agreement demonstrates the close cooperation between

EUTM Mali, the Malian authorities and the Malian people.

EUTM Mali is here to give it; another masterpiece made

during each day that counts.

Delivery of doctrine handbooks

and manuals - Part of a follow-on

generous project, the Grand

Duchy of Luxembourg sponsored

the reproduction and delivery of

doctrine handbooks and manuals

to the Malian Armed Forces.

614th Field Artillery Battery -

The Public Affairs Team of EUTM

Mali, together with freelance

journalist Paul Lorgerie, followed

a group of very young Malian

recruits in the field for 3 days.

Demining School - The

Commander of EUTM Mali, Brigade

General GRACIA, signed the letter

for the handover of the buildings

intended for the demining school.

The Representative of the Embassy

of Luxembourg to Mali, Mr. Patrick

FISCHBACH, accompanied by the

National Senior Representative of

Luxembourg to EUTM, LTC Paul

REDING, attended the ceremony

and ribbon cutting-
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A Round Table Conference “Instance de Coordination Militaire au Mali - ICMM” took place at MINUSMA

Headquarters to discuss the comprehensive approach for sustainable stability in Mali and the Sahel. This can

only be achieved by providing continued support and assistance. Partners, stakeholders and EUTM Mali,

represented by the Mission Force Commander Brigade General Fernando Luis Gracia Herreiz, participated in

the discussion. “QUO VADIS?” “Feuille de route, requirement requests, mutual support and action plans” were

among the key words of the day. EUTM Mali explained the training project. EUTM Mali Making Their Day.
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The simulated attack commenced with small arms fire that

caused casualties among EUTM personnel. After a second

attack on a different spot, soldiers discovered an

explosive device. The Major Incident Response Team was

activated and steered the integrated responses by the

Force Protection, the Quick Reaction Force, the Medical

Emergency Response Team, the Explosive Ordnance

Disposal Team and IQARUS.

Like any exercise, success rests on lessons identified and

learned: the staff conducted after-action reviews, which

allow the personnel to amend procedures and to enhance

performance..

MESSAGE TO EUTM MALI MEMBERS

Instance de Coordination Militaire au Mali - ICMM”
12/03/2021

KTC - Base Defense Exercise
04/03/21

EUTM PERSONNEL IN KOULIKORO TRAINING CAMP PRACTICED COMPLEX BASE DEFENSE DRILLS. THE

EXERCISE FOCUSED ON THE MULTI-DISCIPLINARY NATURE OF RESPONSES TO A COMPLEX ATTACK FROM

MULTIPLE LOCATIONS.
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During a signing ceremony, Brigade General GRACIA, ESP Army,

Commander of the European Training Mission in Mali, placed his

signature on a Technical Agreement with the Malian authorities of the

Bamako Airport. This agreement will be beneficial for the future

European Training Mission as it is expanding and extending, thus

responding to the increasing training demands of the G5 Sahel. This

agreement will stimulate Malian employment in the Bamako area.

Expansion - The Technical Agreement envisages the transfer of a

public terrain next to the airfield on which a Helicopter Base will be

built in a first stage, and secondly a large military base which will

accommodate the EUTM Mali Force. An increase in EUTM manpower

up to 1000 personnel is already foreseen by mid of this year.

.

Cooperation with Malian authorities - The development of the agreement and the refinement process of the document

has taken several months. Close coordination with Malian authorities took place and all discussions occurred in a

transparent way and in an atmosphere of full confidence. This agreement is demonstrating the close cooperation

between EUTM-Mali, the Malian authorities and is in the benefit of the Malian people.

In the benefit of the Malian people - Almost all construction projects and services will be outsourced to support the

military. Main infrastructure will be constructed, not only inside the airport but also in the surroundings: taxiways,

landing zones, roads, etc. The construction project offers great potential to the Malian people in terms of employment

and commerce in the Bamako region.

Extension - An Intra-Theatre Air Transportation capability was requested to the EU and its Member States to give the Mission

Force Commander enough flexibility to move his military advisers and trainers wherever required by the demanding G5

Sahel authorities in a bigger area of operations. This request was the consequence of a new Mandate 5, which was issued in

April 2020. The EU Political and Security Committee approved to extend EUTM Mali to the G5 Sahel countries.

Beyond the borders of Mali into the G5 Sahel with focus on Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso - Although, the security situation is

particularly severe in the Centre and the North of Mali, the situation in Burkina Fasoalso deteriorated very rapidly.

Furthermore, Niger has difficulties to keep control of its porous borders, while Mauritania and Chad have almost remained

untouched by the terrorist threat.

Increase of training demands at remote locations - Delivery of military advocacy, training and education in all G5 Sahel

countries would not be feasible without air means. The increase in decentralized training activities and the definitive

extension into Niger and Burkina Faso can solely be achieved with the mounting of a new Base



The Commander of EUTM Mali, Brigade General GRACIA, 
signed the letter for the handover of the buildings 

intended for the demining school
16/03/2021

VISIT OF FINNISH AMBASSADOR 
REPRESENTATIVE 
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Brigade General GRACIA, Commander of the European Union

Training Mission in Mali, hosted the Finnish Ambassador

Representative to the Political and Security Committee (PSC),

Ms. Hanna LEHTINEN.

The Political and Security Committee is a permanent body

within the European Union dealing with Common Foreign and

Security Policy issues, including Common Security and

Defence Policy.

Ms. Hanna LEHTINEN signed the Book of Honor of EUTM Mali

and memorabilia have been exchanged.

“The EU supports the efforts of Mali and of all G5 Sahel

countries for peace, security and development in the country

and the region.”
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BAMAKO, Demining School FAMa - The Representative of the

Embassy of Luxembourg to Mali, Mr. Patrick FISCHBACH,

accompanied by the National Senior Representative of

Luxembourg to EUTM, LTC Paul REDING, attended the

ceremony and ribbon cutting. The Grand Duchy of

Luxembourg financed the project. EUTM Mali reiterated its

concern over the increasing humanitarian harm of attacks

with improvised explosive devices (IEDs) in the wider Sahel

region and their indiscriminate use and disproportionate

effects in particular in the perpetration of terrorist acts. The

expansion of the demining school is EUTM’s main effort in the

project for the Malians to help better protecting themselves

against IED threats. EUTM continues supporting the efforts of

Mali and of all G5 Sahel countries for peace and security by

improving the capacity of the Malian Armed Forces.



ETTF CMDR VISITS SENOU 
TRAINING CENTER
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Senou, March 09, 2021; Colonel DENGRA,

Chief of the Education and Training Task

Force (ETTF) of EUTM Mali visited the

Senou Training Center, where the Base

Defense training of Malian instructors and

soldiers takes place. Sixteen ETTF

instructors, together with 12 Malians

aspirant trainers, will train 160 Malian

soldiers to take on security tasks, mainly

at air bases. Colonel DENGRA

highlighted the professionalism of the

EUTM instructors, as well as the

motivation of the Malian instructors.

EUTM and ETTF make every day count.
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4th coy 
training

05/03/2021

Mali, Sevare, February 01 until March 05, - Fifteen

Education and Training Task Force trainers of the

European Union Training Mission, conducted a 4th

Coy training in the 6th Military Region of Mali. The

training audience consisted of ninety Malian

soldiers. Aim of the training was to provide an

organic FAMa Infantry Coy with the required

Tactics, Technics and Procedures to deploy in

operations. In addition, emphasis was put on

specific training in handling supporting weapon

systems, countering improvised explosive devices,

tactical combat casualty care and International

Humanitarian Law.

Sustainable stability in Mali and the Sahel can only

be achieved by providing continued support and

assistance.
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Bamako, March 10, 2021 - EUTM Mali, well

supported by the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,

contributes to the increase of the Malian Armed

Forces' capabilities. Part of a follow-on generous

project, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg sponsored

the reproduction and delivery of doctrine

handbooks and manuals to the Malian Armed

Forces.

With great satisfaction, Lieutenant-Colonel Paul

REDING of EUTM Mali, Senior National

Representative of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,

watched how the EUTM Advisory Task Force (ATF)

Commander, Colonel Vincent HENKINET, Belgian

Army, handed over the books to the All Arms

Doctrine Centre (CID) of the Malian Armed Forces.

Colonel-Major Yaya Diallo, Director of the CID and

Colonel-Major Samake, Director of the Contrôle

Opérationnelle des Armées et Services, also

attended the ceremony for the occasion of the hand-

over of the doctrine handbooks.

Doctrine handbooks and manuals to the 
Malian Armed Forces

10/03/2021

PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO 
TRAINING  

18/03/2021

Bamako, March 18-19, 2021, EUTM was present at the Malian

Armed Forces’ Directorate of the Information and Public Relations

to share knowledge and experience in the field of photography

and video.

Indeed, these two days were first devoted to the sharing of

theoretical and technical knowledge.

Then, and depending on the conditions under which each Malian

participant and EUTM member exercises his profession, all the

tools and tips contributing to the realization of a solid product,

representing a real support for the transmission of a clear and

relevant message, were subject to exchanges.

But the review of theoretical knowledge does not replace the

practice.

It was emphasized that the high level of technology of a camera or

video recorder is not the only guarantee for a high quality product.

Serious preparation of the reporting mission, good knowledge of

its equipment and being rigorous in the conduct either of the

mission or the editing of the final product remain essential factors

for a successful performance.

The EUTM Mali ATF collaborates closely with the

All Arms Doctrine Centre of FAMA, more

specifically in the drafting and development of

doctrine manuals.

These donated doctrine manuals will now be

distributed to the various military schools and

units, thus contributing significantly to the

training process of Malian Armed Forces.
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Young Malian soldiers become the pioneers of the 614th Field 
Artillery Battery

23/03/2021

The Public Affairs Team of EUTM Mali, together

with freelance journalist Paul Lorgerie, followed a

group of very young Malian recruits in the field for

3 days. The fact that these soldiers will become

the pioneers, not of the Engineering but of a

recently established 614th Field Artillery Battery

makes the whole event so special.

Field artillery, a support weapon, is generally a

weapon of indirect fire using large-caliber guns.

The Malian support unit will serve the D-30, a 122

mm-towed gun.

The D-30 122 mm howitzer is of Soviet Union

origin. It is a field artillery piece considered

robust and usable in difficult conditions. Its

maximum range is 15 kilometers. Although the D-

30 is no longer manufactured in the countries of

the former USSR, it is still produced and used by

armed forces in 60 countries. Soldiers from

several western armies have been trained on the

D-30 by various user nations in order to be able to

train foreign soldiers using it.

Distinctive features of the D-30 include its low

mobile mounting and above-barrel recoil system.

The three-legged mobile mount is unusual for

field artillery, with stabilizers that are clamped

together for towing and that are deployed when in

action. A large tow linkage is fixed to the muzzle

and in transport, the barrel serves as a trail.

Realistically, the maximum of fire of the D-30 will

be around 5-6 rounds per minute with a well-

trained gun crew. Its users note the D-30 for its

simplicity of maintenance. Reputedly, there are no

special tools. All jobs can be done by a wrench

and large hammer. And, routine maintenance and

cleaning are essential.

Sevare Camp, 6th Military Region, March 23, 2021,

Expectations are high. After 9 weeks, the artillery

training of the Malian Armed Forces is coming to

an end. Arriving at the Sevare Camp exercise

area, the Public Affairs Office (PAO) Team was

able to meet both the EUTM Mali instructors and

the Malian Armed Forces artillery trainees.

After the first orders were given to the different

teams and the soldiers made their way to their

respective zones, a timid boy stepped up to us.

He was shabbily dressed and with gestures, he

tried to explain that his footwear was broken. A

bottle of water and a banana put him more at ease.

Suddenly he said "mamma dead". Ali is eleven

years old. Every day he followed from a distance

the training of the young Malian soldiers, future

artillerymen and -women, who could have been

his older brother or sister. The average age of the

group of Malian soldiers is 20 years.

During the first Malian dry run, the PAO-Team

focused on both the topographic team and the gun

crew (or firing unit).

The topographic reconnaissance section is

responsible for surveying the positions where the

battery will move, determining its geographical

coordinates and assigning the orientation of the

pieces in order to link them to the reference

system. Who could do this job more accurately

than the young ladies of the TOPO Team?

The gun crew implements particular actions and

elements of the howitzer. The location chosen for

the installation of the D-30 must be as flat as

possible. First, the carriage is lifted by an internal

hydraulic cylinder located under the barrel

cradle. Once the barrel is at the required height,

the wheels are lifted by the wheel lift lever, which

separates the two split stabilizer legs from the

single stabilizer leg and brings them to the rear in

the firing configuration. The legs are then locked

in place with locking pins. The carriage is

lowered by the hydraulic cylinder so that the legs

touch the ground. Integrated stakes are then

driven into the ground. At this point, the gun is

ready. What follows is the preparation of the

ammunition to be fired. After receipt of a warning

order from the Fire Direction Center, the crew

loads the howitzer and traverse and elevate the

tube to the required point, using the hand cranks.

Sevare Camp, 6th Military Region, March 24, 2021,

On the second day, Ali returned. We had

prepared some sandwiches for him. But he had

brought his younger friends. Ali was the oldest

and he divided his breakfast between Popiteau,

Cassime and Jugnot.

With the pennies we had slipped him the previous

day, he had nevertheless bought a new T-shirt,

pants and a notebook at the local market. We

stayed in the vicinity of the Fire Direction Center

(FDC). With a stick, he wrote numbers in the sand.

The firing data?

"Ali, what do you want to do later?" Artilleryman.

"And you Popiteau?" "Journalist." Paul replied,

"Then you must study well and work hard.

Promised?"

The little guys were good at the countdown: "four,
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three, two, one, fire, .... boemmm".

During several dry runs, the PAO-Team focused

during the second day of training on the Fire

Direction Center.

The FDC computes firing data, fire direction, for

the guns. The process consists of determining the

precise target location based on the observer's

location if needed, then computing range and

direction to the target from the guns' location. This

data can be computed manually, using special

protractors and slide rules with precomputed

firing data. Corrections can be added for

conditions such as a difference between target

and howitzer altitudes, etc.

The FDC will transmit a warning order to the firing

unit, followed by orders specifying the type of

ammunition, fuze setting and propelling charge,

bearing, elevation, and the method of adjustment

or orders for fire for effect. Elevation and bearing

orders are specified in mils.

Sevare Camp, 6th Military Region, March 25, 2021,

The last day of training marked the finals for the

aspiring artillerymen and women. An extra effort

was required from the Malian soldiers before the

graduation ceremony would take place in the

afternoon.

PAO and Paul were extremely busy conducting

interviews with the EUTM course leader and the

Second Commander of the 614th FA-Battery.

However, we also managed to find the Malian

Forward Observers Team.

In the vicinity of the supported troops, at the

contact line, the forward observers act. At this

level, they observe, guide the shooting and

transmit the corrections. The forward observer

has simple means, such as binoculars, compass,

maps and well-known rules of shooting. Firing

begins with an adjustment phase where only a

single gun fires, and if the rounds are not

accurate, the Forward Observer will issue

instructions to adjust fire. When the degree of

accuracy is acceptable, the Forward Observer

will then typically call "fire for effect". A "Fire For

Effect" calls for all of the guns or tubes to fire a

round.

And suddenly, around lunch time, Ali was back on

his post to say farewell to us. He had kept his

promise by going to school. There is no doubt he

will become one day a gunner.

In the afternoon, around 15:00 the Malian

artillerymen and women received their certificate

during a graduation ceremony. One could notice

mixed feelings among the graduates. On the one

hand, all soldiers were proud and happy that they

had made it to a successful end and on the other

hand, they had a hard time saying goodbye to the

EUTM instructor team after nine weeks of

teaching, close cooperation and mentorship.

A new capacity for the Malian Armed Forces.

The enemy is engaged at such distances that

gunners cannot see the target that they are firing

upon. Since the target is not visible, these gunners

have to rely on a trained artillery forward

observer, who sees the target and relays its

coordinates to their Fire Direction Center. The

Fire Direction Center, in turn, uses these

coordinates to calculate the specific direction,

elevation for the gun, the amount of propellant

and fuse settings, which the gun crew use for their

gun and ammunition.

Captain DE LA PENA (ESP), the EUTM course

Director, highly praised the state of mind, the

courage and the commitment of the trainees

throughout the training. "If today is the end of the

training, it is indeed the beginning of the 614th

FA-Battery.” .

And, Luitenant M.D., Second Commander of 614th

FA-Battery, said on behalf of the Captain A. D., the

Commander of 614th FA-Battery: “Artillery shoots

at targets kilometers away… But I cannot fail to

thank the EUTM instructors team wholeheartedly

for their dedication and professionalism during

the course of instruction.”

Another shot in the rose.

Apart from the artillery exercise, PAO and Paul

also scored a bull's-eye by contributing within

means and resources to the European Union’s

actions (dated March 24) to uphold child rights

and support children in need.
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KOULIKORO, Malian Staff College, March 11 - The

European Training Mission (EUTM) Mali lectured

about “the International Law of Armed Conflict”

and “Conflict-Related Sexual Violence “at the

General Staff Course to a multinational audience.

These lectures are part of the mandate derived

from the EU Action Plan on Human Rights and

Democracy 2020-2024, that tries to enhance the EU

leadership in promoting and protecting human

rights and democracy worldwide.

Moreover, the lecture of the Legal Adviser

comprised the legal framework of EUTM,

challenged by its fifth Mandate, and the concept of

the Rules of Engagement.

EUTM Mali promotes a greater systematization of

International Humanitarian Law trainings within

the G5 Sahel Armed Forces.

11/03/2021

12/03/2021

PLANNING AND INTEL COURSE 
CLOSING CEREMONY 

On March 12, 2021, The G5 Sahel Joint Force and EUTM

Mali held the closing ceremony for the Planning and

Intelligence Course at the Peacekeeping School in

Bamako.

For the last two weeks, 13 trainees from Mali, Niger,

Chad and Mauritania attended the Planning and

Intelligence Course, thus acquiring the necessary

skills to execute their tasks in a Battalion Command

Post.

At the end of the course, instructors of EUTM Mali, G5

Sahel Joint Force (Theatre All Arms Command Post)

and French Cooperation led a two days exercise for

the trainees

LEGAD LECTURE IN KTC



END OF PANDA EXERCISE
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The restitution conducted by the trainee officers is in

fact the result of everything they have been taught

since the beginning of the exercise. Moreover, it is

intended to enable them to hold a position as a

drafting officer within an operational staff. They

reasoned at the level of the All Arms Tactical Group

(A.A.T.G.), a force predominantly infantry or

armoured and reinforced by various supporting units

(engineers, artillery).

In addition, the trainees applied the operational

procedures and thus presented a situation leading to

a tactical solution.

On March 4, 2021, the Malian trainee officers of

the first promotion of the Staff Certificate (C.E.M.)

carried out the final restitution of the "PANDA"

exercise, an operational planning exercise based

on the Operational Decision Making Method

(MEDO).

Indeed, for several weeks, the students were put

in a specific action: they had to reason as a Chief

of Operations of an infantry battalion and its

constituent cells. By applying the typical MEDO

sequence, they took into account all the

reflections based on the mission, the field, the

conditions of engagement, etc.

This presentation was marked by the presence of

authorities representing the Malian Armed Forces

(FAMa) such as COL SAMAKE, Chief of the "Training"

Division of the General Staff of the Armed Forces,

COL SOGOBA, Director of the NCO School, COL

LALENTA, Director of Prytanée, COL SYLLA, Director

of the C.E.M. course and COL HENKINET, Head of

the " Advisory " pillar of EUTM Mali. They were able

to appreciate the progress made by the students and

the results obtained in terms of the acquisition of

specific tactical knowledge.

The trainee officers are now armed in order to

apprehend the next exercise in the baptismal name

"KOUROUMARI". This name designates, in particular

a river in Mali, the next training ground where they

will be able to improve the knowledge acquired

during "PANDA".
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Moreover, events such as

International Women's Day are also

used to show the mission's

commitment to gender equality.

For this reason, a celebration was

held on March 8 at the EUTM

Headquarters in Bamako,

consisting of two conferences given

by two prominent women in Malian

society.

The first woman was Major Aissatta

Traore, Head of the Women's

Protection and Promotion Division

of the Directorate of Social Services

in the Armed Forces. Her lecture

dealt with the role of Malian women

in the Armed Forces, promotion,

possibilities, difficulties and

aspects to be improved in order to

facilitate women's access to

relevant positions.
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN´S DAY
08/03/2021

International Women's Day is

celebrated on March 8. By the

launch on November 25, 2020 of the

“Gender Action Plan III”, reflecting

an ambitious agenda for gender

equality and women's

empowerment in the European (EU)

external action, the European Union

showed its commitment to the

promotion of women's equality at all

levels, including CSDP (Common

Security and Defence Policy)

missions. In general, all EU actors

are called upon to implement

gender equality under the premise

of "lead by example".

The 5th mandate of the EUTM Mali

mission defines perfectly how to

implement such a policies. The

promotion of Gender

mainstreaming enhances EUTM Mali

coherence, effectiveness and

credibility in the mission area. The

example given by the members of

the mission in both the Training and

Advisory Task Force will reflect on

the success of the mission. A gender

perspective should be applied, not

only in stand-alone gender-related

training, but also become

integrated in other training sessions

and other activities, which are to be

planned from a gender perspective.

Mission Force Commander met

with the female staff and the

lecturers to enjoy lunch

together.

These events allow us to reflect

on the importance of promoting

equality in countries where the

gap between men and women

is still wider than in Europe.

Transmitting these values to the

whole working environment

remains important.

It also allows us to understand

the difficult situation of these

women in certain areas. It

encourages us to share these

values under the “Gender

Action Plan III”, premise of

"lead by example". In short, a

special occasion that EUTM has

enjoyed, congratulating every

woman in the world on this

eighth of March.
The second conference was given

by Ms. Kadidia Bamba, Head of the

Legal Services of the " Aéroports du

Mali", who spoke about job

opportunities and the difficulties

that a woman might encounter

when entering the job market,

especially in terms of access to

managerial positions.

These conferences were chaired by

General Fernando Gracia, Mission

Force Commander, accompanied

by a large representation of EUTM

staff in the MHQ in Bamako.

After the lectures, an interesting

debate on the role of women in the

Armed Forces was held, and the

two speakers answered questions

from the EUTM staff. Finally, the
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Czech rigor in training and testing marksmanship. “Their sense of

liability makes you think twice."

Czech Force Protection soldiers of EUTM Mali conduct a live-fire

exercise March 02-04, in KALIFABOUGOU.

Nowadays, marksmanship is trained from the start to not only hit

targets but to have the other basic "tactical" weapon skills needed

for combat.

In the past, soldiers could call for a time-out if their weapon were

not working properly during the marksmanship test. There's no

alibis anymore. They have to fix the malfunction," just as a Soldier

would have to in combat, Sgt. D. T. said.

“I like to fire live ammo and my team shoots very accurately” told

Corporal O. S. That sense of liability makes you think twice. "Go

ahead, make my day".

"Every commander and leader out there wants a Soldier to be

trained and proficient in warrior tasks and drills, marksmanship

being one of those -- be able to place effective fires on the

opponent when deemed required," said the commander of the

Czech Force Protection Platoon.

“Our main task is to protect our multinational comrades at the

Mission Force Headquarters of EUTM Mali and practice makes the

master.”

Simultaneously with the shooting exercise, Personnel Recovery

procedures and MEDEVAC were practiced; in order to get

maximum output from our training activity.
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VISIT OF THE FRENCH 
COOPERATION

On 25 March, Brigadier-General

Gracia, Commander of the

European Union Training Mission

in Mali, hosted Major-General

Marc Conruyt, COMANFOR of

OPERATION BARKHANE..

Major-General Conruyt was

accompanied by Brigadier-

General Alain Vidal,

Representative of OPERATION

BARKHANE in Mali.

After a conversation with the

MFCdr, Major-General Conruyt

signed the Book of Honor of

EUTM Mali.

This visit signals the importance

of good institutional relationships

to the stabilization of the SAHEL

region.

25/03/2021
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27/03/2021

A Medal Parade was held on

both March 19 and March 27,

respectively on the parade

ground of Koulikoro Training

Center and at the HELIPAD

of the Mission Force

Headquarters in Bamako.

Both ceremonies were

presided by the Mission

Force Commander (MFCdr),

Brigade General GRACIA

HERREIZ who recognized

the professionalism and

dedication of his soldiers in

EUTM Mali, and having

contributed to the stability

and development of Mali

and the wider Sahel Region.

The General personally

handed-over some of the

“Common Security and

Defence Policy Service”

Medals and congratulated

his soldiers.
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VISIT OF THE ESTONIAN 
MINISTER OF DEFENSE

Mr. Kalle LAANET, the Estonian

Minister of Defense,

accompanied by Ms. Kadi SILDE,

the Undersecretary for Defense

Policy, visited the European

Union Training Mission

Headquarters. Upon his arrival,

the Minister received military

honors and was welcomed by

Brigadier-General Gracia ,

Commander of EUTM Mali.

After an office call with the

Commander, the Minister signed

EUTM´s Honor book and

conducted a walk through the

Headquarters.

31/03/2021

VISIT OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC MINISTER OF 
DEFENCE

31/03/2021

Bamako, March 31, 2021, Brigadier-General Gracia, Commander

of the European Union Training Mission in Mali, hosted the Czech

Minister of Defense - Mr. Lubomir METNAR.

The Minister, accompanied by Mr. Robert KOPECKÝ, the Czech

Ambassador to Mali, the Deputy Minister for defense policy and

strategy and other Senior Czech Officers, received military

honors at his arrival at the EUTM Mali Headquarters.

After a brief office call, Mr. Jan HAVRÁNEK signed EUTM´s honor

book and memorabilia were exchanged..
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OUR CELEBRATIONS

BAMAKO, March 03 - Bulgaria celebrates its

National Day. EUTM Mali wishes a happy

Bulgaria’s National Day!!

BAMAKO, March 15 - Hungary celebrates its

National Day. EUTM Mali wishes Hungary a

Happy National Day!

BAMAKO, March 17 - Ireland celebrates its

National Day. EUTM Mali wishes Ireland a Happy

National Day!

BAMAKO, March 25 - Greece celebrates its

National Day. EUTM Mali wishes Greece a Happy

National Day!

BULGARIA HUNGARY

IRELAND GREECE




